2020 BASKETBALL ANNOUNCEMENTS

Please read all announcements during EACH GAME a minimum of two times

1. **THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FORD DEALERS** are proud to sponsor the CIF Southern Section Championships. When the community works together as a team, great things happen for our students. Stop by your local dealer to see the entire Ford line up.

2. **SPALDING** is the official basketball of the CIF Southern Section. Spalding... true to the game.

3. **GATORADE**. Tested in the lab, proven on the field. Gatorade Thirst Quencher. The proven sports fuel of the CIF Southern Section Ford Basketball Championships

4. **FOX SPORTS WEST** is the official home of the CIF Southern Section. This season, fans can live stream over 100 CIF-SS events including the Open Division Championships February 28th, with the Fox Sports West app and on Fox Sports Go dot com.

5. **ADVENTIST HEALTH** congratulates all CIF student-athletes, their schools and supporting communities for their achievements. Your strength inspires us to do more than practice medicine, you inspire us to transform lives. Adventist Health, the official healthcare partner of the CIF. Together inspired.

6. To those who fight and win battles every day, on and off the playing field, show the Marines your fighting spirit and take what’s inside to the next level. Find out more at www.marines.com

7. On game day, you worry about the score, Raising Cane’s has got the food covered. Raising Cane’s, the official chicken finger of the CIF Southern Section. Eat like a champion!

8. **EASTBAY** is the official athletic retail partner of the CIF and home to all your gameday needs. With a wide selection of high-performance athletic apparel and shoes Eastbay will make sure you’re ready to dominate the day. Head to Eastbay dot com today to find the perfect gear.

9. **SCOREBOOK LIVE** is the official digital content partner of the CIF and your destination for following all of your favorite teams and players. Head to scorebooklive.com for scores, live play – by – play and more.

10. **NIKE** is the official footwear, apparel and uniform provider of the CIF. Nike is proud to support the student-athletes of the CIF. Life is a sport... make it count.

11. **THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FORD DEALERS** are proud to help our local schools and athletes go further. Visit So Cal Ford Dealers (dot) com to find a dealer in your neighborhood.

12. **SPALDING** is the official basketball of the CIF Southern Section. Spalding... true to the game.

13. Download the **CIF SPORTS 365** mobile app for Apple & Android to connect with all your favorite teams with access to schedules, rosters, scores, statistics and more. Never miss a moment with CIF Sports 365

14. **THE CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONALS PEACE OFFICERS** association is a CIF statewide contributing partner... CCPOA with 30,000 members and their families... supporting a brighter today and tomorrow for Californias student athletes.
15. LISTEN UP FANS, WHETHER IT’S A PREGAME MEAL OR A POSTGAME CELEBRATION, THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY IS THE UNANIMOUS CHOICE FOR ALL YOUR DINING NEEDS. WITH DELICIOUSLY AFFORDABLE THREE COURSE MEALS, THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY IS A PROUD SPONSOR OF THE CIF. GREAT FOR FAMILIES AND GROUPS THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY OFFERS BANQUET AND CATERING SERVICES FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT. VISIT WWW.OSF.COM TO FIND AN OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY NEAR YOU!

16. AT LES SCHWAB, WE TAKE PRIDE IN DOING THE RIGHT THING IN OUR COMMUNITIES. LES SCHWAB TIRES AND THE CIF, DEDICATED TO SUPPORTING TODAY’S YOUTH TO HELP MAKE A BETTER TOMORROW IN OUR COMMUNITIES.

17. TICKETS FOR CIF POST SEASON EVENTS AND SELECT REGULAR SEASON EVENTS ARE NOW AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE ONLINE WITH GOFAN. THE OFFICIAL TICKETING PROVIDER OF THE CIF, CIF SECTIONS AND MEMBER SCHOOLS. FANS CAN FIND TICKETS THROUGH THE CIF SPORTS 365 APP OR BY VISITING GOFAN.CO AND SEARCHING FOR YOUR SCHOOL. TICKETS WILL BE ACCESSED ON YOUR PHONE AND CAN BE EASILY SHARED VIA TEXT OR EMAIL. AGAIN, VISIT HTTPS://GOFAN.CO TO PURCHASE TICKETS ONLINE.

18. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS, WANT TO IMPROVE THE GAME EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR FANS? CONSIDER ADDING FANFOOD TO YOUR FACILITIES. FANFOOD AUTOMATES THE CONCESSIONS PROCESS, ALLOWING FANS TO ORDER AND PAY BY PHONE, THEN SKIP THE LONG LINES VIA FANFOOD EXPRESS LINE. KEEP YOUR FANS HAPPY AND IN THE STANDS WITH FANFOOD! FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT FANFOOD DOT COM. FANFOOD – THE ULTIMATE FAN EXPERIENCE.

19. JL PATCHES IS THE EXCLUSIVE PATCH MAKER OF THE CIF SOUTHERN SECTION. VISIT JLCUSTOMJACKETS DOT COM TO ORDER YOUR CUSTOM CIF SOUTHERN SECTION PATCHES.

20. THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FORD DEALERS ARE PROUD TO INVEST IN OUR LOCAL HIGH SCHOOLS.